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Billy Graham in Quotes - Billy Graham 2011
Collects quotations from seven decades of ministry by Billy Graham.
Crazy Love - Francis Chan 2013-04-01
Revised & Updated Edition! God is love. Crazy, relentless, all-powerful
love. Have you ever wondered if we're missing it? It's crazy, if you think
about it. The God of the universe—the Creator of nitrogen and pine
needles, galaxies and E-minor—loves us with a radical, unconditional,
self-sacrificing love. And what is our typical response? We go to church,
sing songs, and try not to cuss. Whether you've verbalized it yet or not,
we all know something's wrong. Does something deep inside your heart
long to break free from the status quo? Are you hungry for an authentic
faith that addresses the problems of our world with tangible, even
radical, solutions? God is calling you to a passionate love relationship
with Himself. Because the answer to religious complacency isn't working
harder at a list of do's and don'ts—it's falling in love with God. And once
you encounter His love, as Francis describes it, you will never be the
same. Because when you're wildly in love with someone, it changes
everything. Learn more about Crazy Love at www.crazylovebook.com.
Lectures on Systematic Theology - Charles G. Finney 1846

Shift Your Thinking for Success - Dean Del Sesto 2018-07-17
We all desire success--but we don't all understand what success actually
is. Success isn't a place you arrive at after working hard. That's a goal.
Success is found in the character you maintain while you pursue your
goals. It's about who we are and how we project our persona at work, at
home, at school, and everywhere else. And all it takes to find success and
fulfillment are simple shifts in the way we think. In this wisdom-packed
book, Dean Del Sesto offers readers 77 brief reflections to help them
shift their thought patterns for greater success in business and life. He
shows how to interrupt the things that aren't currently working and
provides clear alternatives to think, plan, and act differently for better
results. Perfect for leaders, influencers, businesspeople, coaches,
teachers, and professionals of all industries, Shift Your Thinking for
Success is a game-changer.
Fear Fighters - Jentezen Franklin 2010-09-24
DIVWill you live in FEAR? Or will you live by FAITH? Fear has the
deceptive ability to influence and affect our daily lives and the world we
live in. What do you fear most in life? What are the greatest threats
facing you? Crime? Violence? The economy? Fear Fighters will help you
identify and defeat the very source of fear that threatens you from living
in peace and joy./div
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Looking unto Jesus - Dr. David oyedepo 2017-10-26
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What a marvellous things to know that I don’t need to bear my burden by
myself anymore in as much am looking unto him for help and he is able
to do so. Looking unto Jesus can only increase your faith and lead to
physical and spiritual upliftment. Looking unto Jesus also brings us in
contact with the divine knowledge, wisdom and power of God. An
ordinary person therefore, becomes equipped to do exploit of
supernatural dimensions.
The Adventures of Nihu - Omoruyi Uwuigiaren 2014-07-28
This novel is a classic legend of a young hero’s magical journey through a
fantasy world where he is tested with incredible challenges that can only
stem from the soul of the author’s genuine African culture and vivid
imagination. Being falsely accused of a crime, Nihu, a tribal African boy,
is banished to the Lonely Forest. In order to regain his freedom, he must
find a way to defeat the unbeatable and front challenges that draw
analogies to our own realities. Like The Lord of the Rings, this epic high
fantasy novel carries the reader to another time and place. Nihu gets
sucked into a world inside of a stone, visits a powerful ruler in an
underwater city, and befriends a group of refugees. The Adventures of
Nihu will not only allow an audience of all ages to escape their own
realities, but draw them into a world of high hopes, powers, and
unimaginable desires.
Success Systems - David O. Oyedepo 2006

deliverance to the captives, and recovering of sight to the blind, to set at
liberty then that are bruised, To preach the acceptable year of the Lord.
Luke 4:18-19Anointing is the burden removing and yoke breaking power
of God. Anointing is what empowers a man or a woman to function
supernaturally. Anointing is that which enables you to do supernatural
things. Beloved, you must understand that Christianity is a spiritual
thing. Christianity is not just a religion. It is an encounter with the Lord
Jesus Christ. It is an experience from heaven. The anointing is the
supernatural power for supernatural assignments. The anointing is a
heavenly electric power. If you are plugged to that power men and
women will see you as somebody from another world. The anointing is
the liquid power that comes with the manifestation of the Holy Spirit.
The anointing is the presence and power of God.What are those things
that the anointing can do for you?1. The anointing opens doors that have
long been shut.Samson in the Bible was just a normal man but whenever
the anointing cameupon him he became a super man. When the
anointing came upon Samson, he tore the mouth of a lion. When the
anointing comes upon your life doors that have been shut by enemies will
open forcefully.A husband and wife who were Professors had a son who
was almost a dunce. The boy always came last at the end of term
examination but they attended one of our services and a word of
knowledge came concerning the boy's situation which they both claimed.
When the boy wrote another terminal examination he came first. The
teacher could not believe it because of the boy's previous record. By the
anointing, the door of destiny that was shut against the boy was
opened.2. The anointing makes you to succeed when other people fail.On
the first night that a pastor spent in a new branch, a serpent crawled into
his apartment and made straight for his bed. The serpent crawled around
the pastor's neck to strangulate him to death and realizing that his life
was slipping away, the pastor began to pray in tongues making the
serpent loose its grip and fall. Eventually the serpent turned to an old
woman and the pastor ran back to the headquarters requesting for fresh
posting to another place.Another pastor was posted to the same branch
but unfortunately, he died when he was tested by the evil powers in the

The Importance of Anointing - Kyan Swift 2019-11-07
The clearest definition of the anointing we are referring to here is given
in the Book of Isaiah 10:27: And it shall come to pass in that day, that his
burden shall be taken awayfrom off thy shoulder, and his yoke from off
thy neck, and the yoke shall bedestroyed because of the
anointing.According to the bible, the anointing is:1. The burden
removing weapon.2. The yoke breaking power of God.3. The yoke
destroying power.Anointing is the most effective and devastating weapon
against the burden or the yoke of the enemy.The Bible says: The Spirit of
the Lord is upon me, because he hath anointed me to preach the gospel
to the poor; he hath sent me to heal the brokenhearted, to preach
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church environment. However, when a third pastor was posted to the
same church, he prayed and cut the evil tree that the occult used as their
power base. This action made the seven major witch doctors in the area
come out and give the pastor twenty-four hours to die. But, because the
pastor was anointed, the seven native doctors died instead and some
people gave their lives to Christ. Once you key into the anointing you will
definitely succeed when others are failing woefully.3. The anointing
empowers you to press on.When everyone tells you to stop, when
everything is hindering you from moving forward, the anointing will
empower you to move. When men and women have become weary, you
will be enabled to move on once you have tapped into the anointing of
God.4. The anointing makes you another man entirely.5. The anointing
makes your face to shine
The World's Greatest Religious Leaders: How Religious Figures
Helped Shape World History [2 volumes] - Scott E. Hendrix
2018-03-01
This book provides reliable information about important world religious
leaders, correcting the misinformation that can be on the internet. •
Examines roughly 160 alphabetically arranged reference entries that
detail how religious leaders from different faiths changed the history of
the world • Provides sidebars that discuss key events, offering
background information and excerpts from consequential religious
writings • Offers suggestions for further reading after each entry, and
closes with a bibliography of important print and electronic resources
suitable for student research
The Force of Freedom - David O. Oyedepo 1996

remember, rarely do well. They simply fail to rise to certain heights. This
special book, on this rarely discussed topic is a gift from God to you.
You Are Born to Win - David O Oyedepo Bishop 2019-07-20
WE CAME INTO THIS WORLD AS A VICTOR AFTER CHALLENGING
COMPETING WITH THOUSANDS OF CELLS WHEN ENTERING OUR
MOTHER WOMB, WE CAME VICTORIOUS AT THE END, THAT SHOWS
THAT WE NATURALLY HAVE THAT VICTORIOUS INSTINCT FROM
BIRTH BUT WE HAVE FORGOTTEN WHO WE ARE DUE TO WHAT WE
FACE IN THIS JOURNEY OF LIFE. THIS BOOK WILL BRING BACK
THAT WINNING INSTINCT THAT HAS BEEN HIDDEN IN US TO THE
LIMELIGHT.
Destroying Fear - John Ramirez 2019-10-01
Fear is a form of torment the enemy tries to plague people with in order
to paralyze them, to steal their purpose and destiny from God's best.
None of us is immune to these attacks. Jesus came to destroy fear and
set the captives free. Speaking as one whom Jesus Christ set free from
the devil's grip, John Ramirez, once a satanic high priest, exposes the
tormenting weapons of fear of our number one spiritual enemy, the devil,
and equips and arms believers with the weapons of our warfare that God
has given us through his Son, Jesus Christ, to abort the enemy's mission.
In this book, Destroying Fear, you will learn how to get back your peace
and purpose and walk fearless into your destiny by dismantling every
stronghold and stopping the enemy's attacks once and for all, for a life of
freedom!
Help from Above - Kingsley O. Ologe 2011-08-05
This book gives an account of how the author was unjustifiable sacked at
the University of Abuja in 1994 and subjected to all manner of
harassment before he won his case in court in 1998, and was reinstated
in 1999. It includes testimonies of how God took him and his family
through the trial by protecting them, supplying their needs and, finally,
vindicating him. Finally, it contains spiritual insights that he received
from the Scriptures about the Christian pilgrimage through life. The
book has been written with three objectives in mind: To provide a
permanent record of what actually happened as a body of evidence

Those Who Forget - Dag Heward-Mills 2014-01-01
Rebellious people do not remember what has been done for them and
often choose to forget certain things. Judas did not remember what the
Lord had done for him, neither did he remember the things he had seen
and heard from Jesus. That is why he became the despicable character
we know today as 'Judas'. The ability to remember is one of the most
important spiritual qualities a minister can have. People who do not
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arguing against military dictatorship in Nigeria, the enthronement of
mediocrity in positions of authority and the culture of impunity in our
national life; To demonstrate the power and faithfulness of God in the life
of whoever commits himself or herself to Him; and To enlighten, comfort,
encourage and strengthen Christians who may be passing through some
form of trial. In the Forward to the book, the Anglican Bishop of Owerri,
the Rt. Rev. Cyril C. Okorocha, writes: Help from above may seem
delayed, but it is never denied to a faithful child of a loving, Heavenly
Father, Who is also the Lord God Almighty! This is the message of this
book.
Success in Marriage - David O. Oyedepo 1999

Learn how declaring God's love will bless you with favor and fulfillment
in this uplifting book -- perfect for anyone who is determined to find
success and spiritual inspiration. God helps you accomplish what you
couldn't manage on your own. With His blessings, you stand out in the
crowd and get breaks that you didn't deserve. The psalmist said, "God's
favor surrounds us like a shield." That means that everywhere you go,
you have an advantage, a divine empowerment, and a key to open up the
right doors. With Joel's encouragement, you'll see how God's goodness
uplifts you every day. He wants you to reach new levels of fulfillment,
new levels of increase, new levels of promotion, new levels of victory.
You have been called out, set apart, and chosen to live a distinctively
favored life. When you realize you have been marked for blessings, you
will feel the force of His favor and overcome challenges that you can't
face on your own.
THE TONGUE TRAP - Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2015-11-30
The tongue can be very destructive and unless you learn how to control
it, the little organ of your body can set your life on fire. You are no longer
a master of words once the words are spoken out. The tongue has caused
us more trouble than any other organ in the body. What has taken years
to build can be destroyed by the tongue in a few seconds. There are
demons operating on the tongue. this powerful book will teach you
amazing secrets that would release tongues that are under bondage and
propel tongues into prosperity and life.
Knowing What Belongs to Us - Kenneth E. Hagin 1989-02-01
Rev. Hagin conducted nationwide: RHEMA correspondence Bible Shcool;
and a prison ministry outreach.
The Worldview of the Word of Faith Movement: Eden Redeemed - Mikael
Stenhammar 2021-12-16
This volume approaches the Word of Faith as a worldview, and analyses
the movement through N. T. Wright's model for worldview-analysis in
order to provide necessary nuance and complexity to scholarly
interpretations of the Word of Faith. The reader receives insights into the
movement's narrative, semiotic, practical and propositional dimensions,
which cumulatively offer a multifaceted understanding of how the Word

The Handbook for the End Times - Don Finto 2018-07-03
Hopeful Message for the Days Ahead from a Bestselling Author The
future of this planet has never looked bleaker . . . or brighter. The
darkest time in all of history, as well as the most brilliant for the people
of God, lies before us. Jesus' own words about the wheat and the weeds
warn us of this: "Let both grow together until the harvest." In a hopeful,
inspiring call to action, bestselling author and pastor Don Finto
challenges believers the world over to become radical, God-empowering,
miracle-working, people-rescuing followers of Jesus as the final harvest
nears. Delving into Scripture, he shows how we can prepare for the
exciting possibilities of the days ahead, including how to press into the
light, shine more brightly in the deepening darkness, protect ourselves
during the ultimate Passover, watch for the signs of Jesus' return,
wrestle for victory, and more! Evil may be on the rise. But even greater is
God's army--and our best days lie ahead.
The Winning Wisdom - David O. Oyedepo 1996
Satan Get Lost! - David O. Oyedepo 1995
Towards Mental Exploits - David O. Oyedepo 2000
The Power of Favor - Joel Osteen 2019-12-17
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of Faith interprets reality and engages with the world. The analysis
shows that there is a narrative core to Word of Faith beliefs in the form
of a unique theological story with focus set on the present restoration of
Eden's authority and blessings. This study demonstrates how the Word of
Faith operates as a distinct worldview that parses the world through the
lens of faith's causative power to affect a direct correspondence between
present reality and Eden's perfection. The findings advance a critical and
therapeutic approach that acknowledges how the worldview both
strengthens and subverts Pentecostalism.
Gender, Social Change and Spiritual Power - Jane E. Soothill 2007
Against a backdrop of debate concerning the role of Pentecostalism as a
mediator of 'modernity', this book examines the interaction between
charismatic Christianity, spiritual power and gendered social change in
contemporary Ghana.
15 Success Habits of Bishop David Oyedepo - Daniel C. Okpara
2016-07-30
In 2005, I resigned as a full-time pastor of a church and relocated to
Lagos, Nigeria, with one mission in mind: To observe and study the life of
Bishop David Oyedepo, resident Bishop of Faith Tabernacle, Ogun State,
Nigeria, the Largest Single Church in the world, according to Guinness
Book of Records What I share with you in this book is a summary of what
I have learned from the life and ministry of Bishop Dr. David O. Oyedepo
in this last 10 years. It's been a long journey, but suffice it say that I have
enjoyed every bit of it. Like all men of great influence, Bishop Oyedepo,
has been analysed in the public domain and given different names by
different people. However, I believe that no man actually rises to the top
by making mistakes. People only rise to the top by doing the right things
over a long period of time. In this book, I share with you the success
habits and secrets of one of the greatest leaders of Charismatic revival
on earth today...Bishop David Olaniyan Oyedepo May we all fulfill the
purpose for which we are born.
Prophecy Today - Hermen Kroesbergen 2016-08-01
In Prophecy today: reflections from a Southern African context, a group
of theologians and scholars of religion from Zambia and South Africa
born-to-win-by-bishop-oyedepo

reflects upon these questions. Anthropologists, Biblical scholars,
practical theologians and others shine their light on what prophecy can
mean today in this context. This book aims at stimulating a continuing
Southern African discourse on this very interesting and relevant aspect
of Christianity in our region. The book consists of 15 different articles by
well-known scholars and has been ably compiled and edited by Dr
Hermen Kroesbergen, lecturer in Systematic Theology and Philosophy of
Religion at Justo Mwale University, Lusaka, Zambia.
Spiritual Warfare for the End Times - Derek Prince 2017-06-20
How to Defeat the Enemy During These Dark Days As the time
approaches for Jesus' return, the spiritual battle between good and evil is
heating up. Evidence is all around: shootings, genocide, civil wars,
increased persecution. Our enemy is real, and it seems as if he is
winning. The good news is that God is at work in powerful ways--and that
Satan is not winning. But we need to know how to wage war against him
and his plans for these turbulent days. We must understand not only the
intensified warfare environment of the end times, but how we can walk
in our authority in Jesus Christ. Here are the practical insights you need
on how to fight using the spiritual weapons God has given us: the blood
of Jesus, the Word of God, our own testimony, and more. When we learn
how to wield these weapons, we will see victory over Satan and his
kingdom and bring hope to these dark days.
Force of Faith - Kenneth Copeland 2012-08-15
- How is the human spirit reborn? - What is faith? - How does fear affect
the physical body? - What is the force of faith? Kenneth Copeland
explores these questions and more in this enlightening, inspiring twochapter study of faith. Discover the difference between the physical laws
of this world and the precepts that govern our spiritual lives. Learn what
four major forces of power are born into the human spirit at the moment
we accept Jesus Christ as our Savior. The unique and powerful Biblebased teaching by Kenneth Copeland is sure to guide you into a better
understanding of The Force of Faith.
Restore the Roar - Pat Schatzline 2019-08-06
Fear is a distraction, not the destination. Pat and Karen Schatzline came
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face to face with fear. They had to battle not only for Karen’s health but
also for the peace of their home. But in the midst of their pain Karen
heard God ask her a question: Do you trust Me? The Schatzlines were
fearful. Yet through their journey the Lord taught them how to be
courageous in spite of the fear. The enemy wants to overwhelm us with
fear and keep us from trusting in the Lord. Restore the Roar is a
supernatural handbook that will help you do the following: Defeat the lies
of the enemy Put your faith in God Be courageous If you battle anxiety or
insecurity—if you fear failure, the unknown, or what God has for
you—God has a recipe to set you free and lead you into a place of
freedom, destiny, and purpose. Learn to live out the psalmist’s words, “In
the day when I am afraid, I will trust in You” (Ps. 56:3). This book will
help you expose and confront fear so that you can be courageous in your
walk with God. OTHER TITLES BY PAT AND KAREN SCHATZLINE:
Rebuilding the Altar (2017) ISBN-13: 978-1629991467 Dehydrated
(2015) ISBN-13: 978-1629986203 I Am Remnant (2014) ISBN-13:
978-1621365761 Unqualified (2015) ISBN-13: 978-1629986128
Fear Not Tomorrow, God Is Already There - Ruth Graham 2017-05-02
Ruth Graham tackles the fear listeners face during times of change,
uncertainty, and crisis and reveals how to replace these fears with hope
and anticipation through the discovery of God and his power. Drawing
from real life stories, she offers evidence that, whether listeners'
frightening tomorrows are self-inflicted, other-inflicted, or simply lifeinflicted, they may hold fast to the simple yet powerful truth that God is
present and His power can replace our fears and feelings of hopelessness
with the promise of hope and joy.
Lectures to Professing Christians - Charles G. Finney 1837

Daily Manna - William F. Kumuyi 2011
Daily Manna is a compendium of daily devotional readings designed to
draw the sincere seeker closer to God on a daily basis, through an
insightful exposition and compelling analysis of the scriptures.
Poverty, the Bible, and Africa - Isaac Boaheng 2020-09-02
Poverty reduction is a worldwide concern, yet if the church is to play an
effective role in its alleviation, an approach that is both biblical and
contextual is required. In Poverty, the Bible, and Africa, Isaac Boaheng
formulates a theology of poverty that engages Scripture, African
traditional wisdom, and contemporary African concerns to create a
paradigm for understanding and alleviating poverty in Africa. Boaheng
highlights that, whatever our cultural context, God frowns upon
materialism, extravagance, and love for riches; yet the author also
demonstrates why a contextual theology must address people’s societal
and cultural needs alongside spiritual ones. If we desire a model for
poverty reduction that is both theologically sound and contextually
appropriate, we must facilitate an encounter between the teachings of
Scripture and the socio-economic, political, and religious realities of a
particular context. Combining in-depth cultural analysis with careful
exegetical reflection, this book offers refreshing insight into the
challenge of confronting poverty in Africa. Boaheng’s approach, however,
is relevant far beyond the continent and is transferable to any context
where others are seeking to effectively understand and combat poverty.
The Effective Minister's Wife - Faith A Oyedepo 2019-07-04
You hold in your hands, a book written by a seasoned and proven
minister's wife, for ministers' wives bearing in mind that: Your call as a
minister's wife is honourableYour assignment is rewarding and
enviableYour effectiveness has a lot to add to the assignment of your
minister husband.Just like in any chosen career, you need adequate
relevant knowledge to excel.This book gives you those nuggets that will
enhance your effectiveness in your role as a minister's wife
Making Marriage Work - Faith A. Oyedepo 1997
God's original intent for marriage is enviable and imitable success. It was
designed to work, not to hit the rocks, leaving "its victims" devastated

The Spirit of Faith - Faith A Oyedepo 2019-07-05
Faith is the spiritual spark plug that ignites the fire of great Kingdom
exploits. In this new book, Pst (Mrs.) Faith Oyedepo opens you up to a
higher dimension of faith she calls, the spirit of faith.Come, explore the
mystery of the spirit of faith and enter into a higher and better dimension
of exploits.
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and inconsolably heartbroken. But isn't that the story in our world
today?In this book, Pst (Mrs.) Faith Oyedepo renews her effort to see
homes all around the world witness unprecedented change and harmony.
Unveiling tested secrets to making a marriage work, she passionately
teaches that purposeful hard work is the only way to enjoy "happily ever
after."
The Survival Bible - Mike Murdock 2012-09-01
Now, For The First Time, You Can Receive Guidance And Survival Skills
For Responding To Life's Difficulties And Tragedies. Over 70 subjects
and 1,800 Scripture verses encourage your heart in areas such as...Child
Abuse / False Accusation / Injustice / Depression and so many more. You
will find strength to face each day as you study the Collection of Wisdom
Scriptures in this book.
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Secret of Preparation - Dr. David Oyedepo 2017-01-09
Secret of preparation on time is a crucial part of moving from emergency
preparation to taking advantage of the various seasons in your life to
prepare for the next season. You can apply this teaching to your personal
life, career, family, church, business and whatever constitutes your life
or whatever is attached to your life. If you consistently build and prepare
towards your destiny, career etc. when the time of manifestation comes
you will look stronger than somebody that really has greater gifts and
grace in his life but didn't prepare. I want you to make up your mind not
to wait until crisis comes before you begin to prepare on time. Don’t do
emergency preparation in your life.
The Blood-triumph - David O. Oyedepo 1995
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